
Smart Zigbee Wireless Button Sonoff SNZB-01P (round remote) Ref: 6920075740615
Smart Zigbee Wireless Switch Sonoff SNZB-01P (round)

ZigBee Smart Switch Sonoff SNZB-01P (Round)
SONOFF SNZB-01P is a revolutionary ZigBee smart switch that will  transform any home into a smart space. Its compact, round design
and ease of use make it the perfect choice for those looking to upgrade their home control systems without complications. From custom
button actions to long battery life and compatibility with the latest Zigbee 3.0 protocol, the SNZB-01P offers many features that simplify
life.
 
Easy Installation
SONOFF SNZB-01P is characterized by its simplicity of installation. Thanks to the external pairing button and the possibility of mounting
with  the  included  3M  adhesive  and  metal  plate,  you  can  easily  place  the  switch  anywhere  in  your  home.  This  makes  the  SNZB-01P
incredibly flexible to use, allowing for quick and easy device relocation when needed.
 
Custom Button Actions
SONOFF SNZB-01P offers unmatched flexibility in button configuration. You can customize single, double, or long presses of the button to
control  multiple  devices.  This  feature  not  only  provides  convenience but  also  allows you to  create  personalized scenes  in  your  home,
increasing efficiency and comfort of use. The SNZB-01P also offers the ability to review the operation history from the past three months,
which  is  particularly  useful  for  those  who  want  to  monitor  the  frequency  and  types  of  actions  performed,  aiding  in  analyzing  usage
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patterns in the home.
 
Zigbee 3.0 Compatibility
Its compatibility with the Zigbee 3.0 protocol ensures seamless integration with a wide range of smart devices. The switch can be easily
added to any Zigbee 3.0 hub, making it a universal solution for modern homes.
 
Alexa Routines Activation
Integration  with  Alexa  allows  you  to  trigger  voice  routines  with  a  simple  button  press.  This  feature  transforms  the  SNZB-01P  into  an
incredibly functional tool that combines voice control convenience with a physical interface.
 
Alarm Button
In emergency situations, the SNZB-01P can serve as an alarm button. A single press is all it takes to send notifications to your phone,
which is crucial for the safety of your family and home.
 
 
Brand  Sonoff  Model  SNZB-01P  Shape  Round  Color  White  Input  3.0V  Battery  Model  CR2477MCU  EFR32MG22Certifications
CE/FCC/ISED/RoHS  Dimensions  45  x  45  x  17.7mm Weight  27.7g  Material  PC  Pairing  Time  180s  Antenna  PCB  Security  AES-128  Usage
Indoor Operating Temperature -10°C ~ 60°C Operating Altitude5000m 

Price:

Before: € 11.3037

Now: € 10.50

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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